Certificate of Grant of Patent

Patent Number: GB2513019
Proprietor(s): Obschestvo S Ogranichennoy Otvetstvennostyu "MIKS"
Inventor(s): Dmitry A Davydov
Artur M Aslanian
Andrei A Arbuzov
Dmitry Y Pyatnitsky

This is to Certify that, in accordance with the Patents Act 1977,
a Patent has been granted to the proprietor(s) for an invention entitled "A method of electromagnetic defectoscopy for multi-string wells and the electromagnetic downhole defectoscope" disclosed in an application filed 3 December 2012.

Dated 2 May 2018

Tim Moss
Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks
Intellectual Property Office

The attention of the Proprietor(s) is drawn to the important notes overleaf.
IMPORTANT NOTES FOR PROPRIETORS OF UNITED KINGDOM PATENTS

1. DURATION OF PATENT AND PAYMENT OF RENEWAL FEES

(i) Your patent took full effect on the date of the certificate, as shown overleaf.

(ii) By paying annual renewal fees, you can keep your patent in force for 20 years from the date of filing of the patent application, which is shown overleaf.

(iii) The date on which the first annual renewal fee is due may be determined as follows: calculate the fourth anniversary of the date of filing, and the last day of the month in which this anniversary falls is the date on which the first renewal fee is due. Subsequent renewal fees will be due for payment, each year, on the same due date. The fee can be paid up to three months before each due date and should be accompanied by Patents Form 12. If the Form with the fee is not received by the Intellectual Property Office by the due date, the fee can still be paid at any time during the following six months. However, you may have to pay a late payment fee. The patent will cease if the renewal fee (and any late payment fee) is not paid before the end of the six month period. When renewing the patent it is advisable to check the current fee rates.

(iv) It is important that you should set up and maintain effective renewal arrangements to ensure that renewals fees are paid on time. You should not wait for any reminder from the Intellectual Property Office before paying the renewal fee. The Intellectual Property Office will send a reminder to the last recorded address for service, or to the address requested when the previous renewal payment was made, within six weeks after the renewal fee due date, but this reminder is only intended to alert you to the possible failure of your renewal arrangements.

2. PROCEDURE FOR PAYMENT OF RENEWAL FEES

Patents Form 12, together with the fee(s) and fee sheet (FS2) should be addressed to “The Cashier, Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South Wales NP10 8QQ” and may be posted or delivered by hand to this address. Alternatively, they may be delivered by hand to The Intellectual Property Office at 1st Floor, 4 Abbey Orchard Street, London, SW1P 2HT.

Blank Patent Forms 12 and fee sheets (FS2) can be requested by post from Information Centre, Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South Wales NP10 8QQ, by telephone on 0300 300 2000, by fax on 01633-817777 or by e-mail (information@ipo.gov.uk). The Forms and fee sheets can also be downloaded from the office website (www.gov.uk/ipol).

3. REGISTRATION OF OWNERSHIP AS EVIDENCE OF ENTITLEMENT

Any person who becomes entitled to a patent or to a share or interest in a patent should apply to the Intellectual Property Office to register their entitlement, share or interest. The person granting the entitlement, share or interest will have to confirm that they have done so.

Obschestvo S Ogranichennoy Otvetstvennostiu "MIKS"
c/o Barker Brettell LLP
100 Hagley Road
Edgbaston
BIRMINGHAM B16 8QQ

For further information or assistance you can contact the Information Centre as indicated above.